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Hands-On Machine Learning for Algorithmic Trading: Design and implement investment strategies based on smart algorithms that learn from data using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore effective trading strategies in real-world markets using NumPy, spaCy, pandas, scikit-learn, and Keras

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement machine learning algorithms to build, train, and validate algorithmic models
	
			Create your own algorithmic design process to apply...
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Predictive Analytics For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Combine business sense, statistics, and computers in a new and intuitive way, thanks to Big Data Predictive analytics is a branch of data mining that helps predict probabilities and trends. Predictive Analytics For Dummies explores the power of predictive analytics and how you can use it to make valuable predictions for your business, or in...
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New Approaches to CSR, Sustainability and Accountability, Volume I (Accounting, Finance, Sustainability, Governance & Fraud: Theory and Application)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides a platform for discussing the challenges that organizations face in order to implement sustainability, ethics, and effective corporate governance, all of which are important elements of “standing out” from other companies. Examining the background of the New European Consensus on development with the new...
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Reputation, Stock Price, and You: Why the Market Rewards Some Companies and Punishes OthersApress, 2012

	“All of our working lives we have heard the mantra, ‘a reputation lost is never regained.’ Still, the firms we work for, admire and invest in seem to take costly reputation hits all too often. Everyone interested in managing, regulating or investing in public firms will find Nir Kossovsky’s book a wonderful read...
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Encyclopedia of Database SystemsSpringer, 2009
The multi-volume Encyclopedia of Database Systems provides easy access to relevant information on all aspects of very large databases, data management, and database systems. Over 1,400 illustrated essays and definitional entries, organized alphabetically, present basic terminology, concepts, methods and data processing...
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Meta-Learning in Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	In the early days of pattern recognition and statistical data analysis life was
	rather simple: datasets were relatively small, collected from well-designed experiments,
	analyzed using a few methods that had good theoretical background.
	Explosive growth of the use of computers led to the creation of huge amounts of
	data of all kinds,...
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Economic Development and Financial Markets: Latest Research and Policy Insights from Central and Southeastern Europe (Contributions to Economics)Springer, 2019

	This book offers fresh insights into the economic development and financial markets of Southeastern and Central European countries. The first part analyses macroeconomic trends and monetary policy issues, while the second part explores the development of financial and insurance markets. With contributions covering topics such as regional and...
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Structured Finance Modeling with Object-Oriented VBA (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Praise for STRUCTURED FINANCE MODELING with Object-Oriented VBA
"This book is an excellent and interesting integration of financial engineering, structured finance, and structured programming, and the book accomplishes this with easy-to-follow examples, using the most commonly available tools, MS VBA and spreadsheets. The author is clearly...
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Professional Android Application Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional Android Application Development    

    Offering an open development environment, Android represents an exciting new opportunity to write innovative applications for mobile devices. This book provides you with a hands-on guide to building these applications using the Android software development kit. It...
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Diagrammatic Reasoning in AIJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book is really the end product of over a decade of work, on and off, on
	diagrammatic reasoning in artificial intelligence (AI). In developing this book, I
	drew inspiration from a variety of sources: two experimental studies, the development
	of two prototype systems, an extensive literature review and analysis in
	AI,...
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Strategies for Managing Is/It PersonnelIGI Global, 2003
As IT staff shortages are being experienced worldwide, with a huge gap between the number of positions available for IS/IT workers and the number of available qualified workers to fill them. The major factors that have contributed to the IS/IT crisis include lack of understanding of the career orientations of IS personnel; high IS staff...
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Business and Competitive Analysis: Effective Application of New and Classic MethodsFT Press, 2007

	“I believe that this book will fill a great need for both full-time competitive intelligence practitioners, and those looking to add analytical skills to their managerial tool kit.”

	--Bill Fiora, Partner and Founder, Outward Insights
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